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econometric analyses Ruil 158
safety of grapes, India 263
econometric model for Ethiopian farmers 194–5
econometric specification and analysis 138–45
economic exploitation of communities 206
economic incentives, farmers’ response 226
economic value of good or service 5
ecosystem conservation choice experiment method (CEM) 297
ecosystem service valuation Ruil forests in central Chile 151–65
ecosystem sites, Indus Ecoregion 132
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duration of tourist stay in Mondulkiri Province 213
tourist profiles in Mondulkiri Province 212–16
willingness to pay (WTP) entry fee in Phnom Prich Wildlife Sanctuary (PPWS) 214
ecotourism for poverty alleviation, Cambodia 208
ecotourism preferences Phnom Prich Wildlife Sanctuary, Cambodia 205–21
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electricity 28
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elephant conservation, public preference 9
elephant damage, choice models estimates 26–7
elephant population conservation cooperation of population, need for trade-offs 17
elephant population size, Sri Lanka 18
elephant trekking, Cambodia 207
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Empedrado and Chanco case study, coastal dry lands 154
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environment, negative impact of tourism research to prevent 220
environmental conservation and economic development 9
trade-offs 9
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environmental damage compensatory principle 1
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environmental degradation China 109
irreversible thresholds 3
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environmental hazards in developing countries 171
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and development process 3
environmental management Chile 164
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environmental protection citizens’ demand for 2
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environmental resources in Pakistan costs and benefits, non-establishment 145
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food crops in Ethiopia 189
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food industry 11
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credibility of agency 274
Forest (Pai) 139
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forest conservation benefits
protection against flooding 154
protection from soil erosion 154
scenic beauty and nature conservation 154
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forest ecosystem services, valuation, Chile 153–4
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forest management specialists, interviews, Chile 155
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genetically moderated (GM) technology 288, 293
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lack of awareness in Uganda 293
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GlobalGAP certification for food safety 263
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government subsidies in Sri Lanka 30
governmental inefficiencies, China 89
grape attributes 264
conditional logit model 270
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grape descriptions
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organic and non-organic, India 264
sweetness for Indian consumers 265
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household behaviour, China 108
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on SWM services, residents’ valuation 176

households affected
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human–elephant conflict (HEC), Sri Lanka 17, 21
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sample statistics 23
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independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) 179, 286
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solid waste management (SWM) services 10
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site-specific populations of key species 132
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priority ecoregion 129

Indus Ecoregion, Sindh Province, Pakistan
attributes and levels of survey instruments 131–4

Indus River, Pakistan 129–49
input subsidies, Ethiopia 189

insurance for Ethiopian farmers 190, 192
interim corrective measures, assessment China, Sloping Land Conversion Programme (SLCP) 122

International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI) 258

international tourism in Cambodia
elephant riding and bird viewing 219

package tours 219

williness to pay (WTP) 219

for ethnic dancing 219

high level 219
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interviews with specialists, academics, Chile 155

Karachi, wealth, religion and ethnicity representation 137

Keenjhar, ecoregion, Pakistan 143

Kenya, indigenous cattle, case study 245

Kenya, lack of policy for conservation of indigenous cattle 245

Kenyan livestock markets
Buyers’ preference over cattle traits 245

Keti Bunder, ecoregion, Pakistan 143
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deforestation 51
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importance of income from fishing 63
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sanctuary for palearctic migrating birds 50

lake management plan
attributes 53, 54, 59, 60
data from fish markets 57
fisherman’s choice 52
lake water, domestic use of 50
land redistribution, China 110–11
renting rights, China 110
savings investments 117
land conversion programme 122
land degradation, Loess Plateau, China 89
land limitation in Sri Lanka rural population 29
land set-aside policies 116
five policy attributes for CE, China 109
land tenure security
China, Sloping Land Conversion Programme (SLCP) 113
land use change, China 89–105
land and village fencing protective measures for elephant damage 25
landscape 96, 98
Loess Plateau, North West China 100
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landscape improvement 104
latent class model (LCM) 246, 253
parameter estimates 254
lead and zinc contamination, West Bengal 175
legal regulations for forest use, Chile 153
Likert scale, questions on SWM services, residents’ valuation 178
linear damage costs 25
littering 206
livestock breeders 11
livestock markets of Kajado, Southern Kenya choice experiment survey 249
livestock numbers China, Sloping Land Conversion Programme (SLCP) 113–14
livestock sector in Ethiopia 189
livestock in sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries household assets with multiple functions 244
Loess Plateau, North West China 89 case study, land-use changes 90–91
government funding 103
non-attribute variables 94
random sampling based on occupation 92
logging, indiscriminate in Chile 151
logistic distribution 52
lumber, high-quality 151
Maasai Zebu cattle breeds 250
maize, important grain crop, Philippines 225
maize farmers, affluent 231
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Senmonourrom capital 207
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‘Monthly Fee’ attribute 158
payment vehicle for protection of Ruil 156
multi-collinearity 7
multi-ecosystem choice experiment 129-49
Mumbai, food safety and quality 261–76
Municipal Solid Waste (Management and Handling) Rules 2000, India 173
municipal solid waste (MSW)
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protective measures for elephant damage 25
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China 103
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